
X-PAD Ultimate Service PACK 2019



X-PERT



X-PERT

Full support of X-PERT subscription. 

• X-PERT status is displayed on the main 

top bar of X-PAD Ultimate

• X-PERT details are displayed in the license 

status page

• A warning message appears before

the expiration

• New features included in the service 

packs are available only to customer  

covered by X-PERT subscription



GENERAL 
FEATURES



DEMO licences

Modules activation in demo licenses: 

For DEMO licenses it is possible to create a 

specific configuration by activating only the 

needed modules.



QR Code

Option to share and print a QR code label that includes the BT address of each device. 

The label can be attached on the device allowing to connect to the device simply by 

scan the QR code.
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Folders in Cloud servers

Option to navigate through the folders, create 

new folders and store the data there.



Save a copy of the job

Save job as: new option to open directly 

the just saved job.



Support page

The new support page in X-PAD Ultimate 

allows to send an e-mail to the support 

team or start a Teamviewer connection in 

X-PAD Ultimate.



CAD



Splines

Splines in CAD: a new drawing command 

allows to transform polylines in splines.



Volume in CAD

Volume in area command: in the area 

command it is possible to quickly calculate 

the volume by entering the height.

Volume in object info command: when 

area is selected in an object, it is possible 

to enter the height and calculate a 

volume.



Rename layers

CAD - Rename layers: 

allows to modify the 

name of the layers.



TPS



TPS Robotic – searching time

The time from when the prism has been 

lost and when the TPS starts the 

automatic search, has been reduced by 

almost 4 seconds. When the prism is lost 

the TPS goes in «prediction mode» for 3 

seconds; after that time, if the prism is 

not yet recognized, the automatic search 

starts immediately.



TPS Free station from pole

Prism is automatically relocked to 

prism after the free station results 

have been accepted.



TPS Automatic free station optimized

Optimization of measurements in 

Face 1/Face 2:

at first round all targets are detected 

and measured in Face 1; in the 

second round the same targets are 

measured in Face 2. With this new 

procedure customers can be approx. 

30% faster than before.



TPS output

It is possible to configure X-PAD 

Ultimate to send out measurements 

and/or the coordinates in real time 

via USB serial port.

This new option (similar to the 

existing GNSS NMEA output) allows 

to use the GeoMax total stations 

together with other devices as 

Ground Penetrating Radars, 

Echosounders and so on.



TPS Survey

Target height: 

Option to change the current target height during 

measurements in tracking mode, without to stop the 

measurement.

Offset distance: option to measure and store points with 

additional offset value during tracking mode; it is possible 

to switch from standard measurement mode to offset 

distance without to stop the measurements



SURVEY



TPS Survey – Measure mode list

The measurement mode can be 

selected from a grid view as used for 

other similar cases as targets, quick 

codes, etc.



Splines

Splines in survey drawing: a new drawing 

tool in Survey allows to measure points and 

generate a spline automatically.



Zenith 35 Dual Tag fully automatic

The measurement of points in Dual tag 

mode with Zenith 35 runs automatically. 

Start with the pole in vertical position, then 

incline it and stay stable to acquire the first 

position automatically ; move the next 

position and stay stable until the second 

position is acquired. It is possible to 

continue with a third point or return to a 

vertical position and complete the 

calculation. During this procedure it is not 

necessary to press any button.



STAKEOUT



TPS Stakeout & tracking mode

The current measured position can be stored 

without the need to stop the measurement. 

As soon as the point is stored it is possible 

to stake out the next one.



Stakeout of objects

Option to select another object to stakeout 

simply by selecting it on the current graphic 

view; it is no more necessary to come back 

to previous dialogs to perform the selection.



Stakeout by distance & offset

Some improvements in object’s stakeout 

(line, arc, circle, polyline) by distance & 

offset command.

• Option to stakeout vertexes of the object 

(start point, end point, intermediate 

vertexes)



Stakeout by distance & offset

• Option to change the distance and the 

offset directly in the stakeout window.



Stakeout surfaces

In stakeout of surfaces a new 

input field to manage the point 

name is available.



Stakeout excavation sideslopes

New stakeout tool allows to quickly 

stakeout sideslopes that starts from a 

closed polyline and that represents, for 

example, the bottom of an excavation. 

Simply by selecting the polyline and by 

defining slopes, the software is able to show 

you, where you are along the sideslope in 

real time.

It allows to quickly find your catch point 

with the existing ground or check the 

sideslopes created by the excavator.

X-PAD Ultimate BUILD or BUILD module



Stakeout excavation sideslopes



SURFACES



Volume by thickness of the surface

Introduced a new calculation method: «by 

thickness»; volume is calculated by entering 

the thickness of the selected.



Volume by calculation – between 2 surfaces

A new volume calculation option allows to 

calculate the exact volume between two 

surfaces. The two surfaces can have a 

different shape and the volume is calculated 

in the overlapping area.



Volume calculation – direction

A volume calculation of a surface can be 

interpreted as an excavation (cut) or as a filling of 

material. For example when you want to calculate 

the volume of a surface below the reference 

elevation, you might want to calculate the 

material that you need to remove or that you 

have already removed (CUT) or you might want to 

calculate the filling material to cover the 

excavation (FILL). The amount is the same but 

the meaning is different. To solve this case have 

been added 6 cases that can be selected when 

you calculate a volume; according to the selection 

the volume is displayed as a CUT or as a FILL.



Cross-section view

GPS 3D view offers now the possibility to 

have the cross-section view of the current 

position. The surface is “cutted” by a vertical 

plane placed on the current position and 

perpendicular to the current direction.

The result is the cross-section view on the 

current position that shows the exact shape 

of the surface.



COGO



Volume in COGO Area & Length

During measurement of Area & 

Length it is possible to 

immediately have the 

corresponding volume and the 

and area of the walls.



BATHYMETRY



Bathymetry with robotic TPS

Bathymetric surveys can now be 

executed with a robotic TPS and 

not only with the GPS receiver. 

Just place a 360° prism on the 

top of the echosounder and the 

software will take care to keep 

the prism locked and store 

continuously the points in 

bathymetric sessions.



IMPORT & 
EXPORT



Import of DXF - Blocks

Blocks and Blocks reference 

stored in the DXF files can now 

be imported:

• As Blocks: blocks reference 

are imported as reference of 

the corresponding block

• Exploded: block references 

are exploded in the original 

basic entities.



Export of DXF

Export DXF – label’s layer: 

a new option allows to export all the labels 

on the same layer of the reference point.

Export DXF – labels to export: a new 

option allows to define which labels have to 

be exported.

Export DXF – ACAD 2018:

DXF file can be exported in AutoCAD 2018 

format.



Infrakit

Support and the integration of Infrakit

platform. 

Option to access to the files available in the 

Infrakit project’s area out of X-PAD; files 

can be downloaded and uploaded offering 

the best integration between the two tools.

Point’s stored in X-PAD can be immediately 

pushed to Infrakit and available to the 

other users in real time.



MEP 
module



MEP module

MEP (Mechanical, Electrical and Pumbling) 

module, together with a GeoMax motorized 

total station, includes a set of commands 

designed to help several type of 

professionals in their daily job.

• Plumbing

• Transfer height

• Parallel line

• Move on surface

• Scan line



Plumbing

Plumb command allows to determine, for 

the measured point, the corresponding 

plumb point (toward the top or toward the 

bottom).



Level

Level allows to bring a reference height and 

transfer it on every other surface. Just 

measure a reference height on the first 

wall, move the pointer to the next wall and 

have the indication of the same height.



Parallel line

This command allows to determine parallel 

lines to a reference line on every surface. 

Create parallel lines become absolutely an 

easy task: just measure the reference line 

and define the distance.



Move on surface

This command allows to determine new 

positions and distances related to a starting 

point on vertical surfaces. Having a starting 

point it’s possible to set a relative distance 

horizontally and a relative distance 

vertically and pointer will position itself 

exactly on requested point.



Scan line

This command allows to perform the 

automatic measure, by preset distance 

intervals, of a defined plane; the plane can 

be horizontal, vertical or inclined. The scan 

can be complete (360°) or partial. The 

procedure is able to determine 

automatically the direction changes of the 

surfaces and measure vertexes (corners). It 

is also possible to change the scan interval 

during measuring.



X-PAD Ultimate MEP Order Details

The module is available for both platforms. TPS Robotic, 

Premium or Super Premium module is needed:

902526 X-PAD Ultimate Survey MEP

902527 X-PAD Ultimate Build MEP


